A Chilling Crime Unexpectedly Brings Understanding In New Novel
From Debut Author Hemmie Martin

For Immediate Release
Sacramento, CA – Horrific tragedies rarely end in forgiveness or bring closure. In new novel by
debut author Hemmie Martin, protagonist Paloma Parker is faced with such a tragedy, and finds
quickly through this young offender that there is much more beneath the chilling crime she has
committed. The Author develops the characters and relationships so deeply that you will easily
be invested in this emotional story.
Attic of the Mind, the follow-up novel by Hemmie Martin will be available February 2013.
Forensic Nurse Paloma Parker seems to have her life in order. She is a successful career woman
who is intelligent and confident in her abilities, but she just can’t seem to have a meaningful
romantic relationship. Her newest patient, an incarcerated juvenile named Ella, has a connection
to her that is fully realized when Paloma’s family secret is revealed. As Ella yearns for inner
peace and Paloma searches for love, these two women may just hold the key to each other’s very
different kinds of freedom.
The Divine Pumpkin, is a 334 page Contemporary Women’s Fiction novel. Available on
paperback with a retail price of $16.99, and eBook with a retail price of $7.99. The ISBN is:
978-0-9851548-6-8. Published through Winter Goose Publishing and available now through all
major online retailers. For more information or to request a review copy, contact Winter Goose
Publishing at info@wintergoosepublishing.
About Hemmie Martin:
Hemmie Martin spent most of her professional life as a Community Nurse for people with
learning disabilities, a Family Planning Nurse, and a Forensic Nurse working with young
offenders. She spent six years living in the south of France, and currently lives in Essex with her
husband, two teenage daughters, one house rabbit, and two guinea pigs.
About Winter Goose Publishing:
Winter Goose Publishing is an independent publisher founded in 2011. We are a royalty-paying
publisher dedicated to putting out the best literature in prose, poetry and art; covering a variety of
genres. You can visit wintergoosepublishing.com for more information or email
info@wintergoosepublishing.
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